We propose a new probabilistic pattern formation algorithm for oblivious mobile robots that operate in the ASYNC model. Unlike previous work, our algorithm makes no assumptions about the local coordinate systems of robots (the robots do not share a common "North" nor a common "Right"), yet it preserves the ability to form any general pattern (and not just patterns that satisfy symmetricity predicates). Our proposal also gets rid of the previous assumption (in the same model) that robots do not pause while moving (so, our robots really are fully asynchronous), and the amount of randomness is kept low -a single random bit per robot per Look-Compute-Move cycle is used. Our protocol consists in the combination of two phases, a probabilistic leader election phase, and a deterministic pattern formation one. As the deterministic phase does not use chirality, it may be of independent interest in the deterministic context. A straightforward extension of our algorithm permits to form patterns with multiplicity points (provided robots are endowed with multiplicity detection), a new feature in the context of pattern formation that we believe is an important feature of our approach.
Introduction
in the deterministic case. The following natural open question raises: is a common chirality a necessary requirement for mobile robot general gathering ? As the answer is yes in the deterministic [7] case, we concentrate on the probabilistic case. Our contribution. In this paper, we propose a new probabilistic pattern formation algorithm for oblivious mobile robots that operate in the ASYNC model. Unlike previous work, our algorithm makes no assumptions about the local coordinate systems of robots (they do not share a common "North" nor a common "Right"), yet it preserves the ability to form any general pattern (and not just patterns such that ρ(I) divides ρ(F)). Besides relieving the chirality assumption, our proposal also gets rid of the previous assumption [13] that robots do not pause while moving (so, they really are fully asynchronous), and the amount of randomness is kept low -a single random bit per robot is used per use of the random source -(vs. infinitely many previously [13] ). Our protocol consists in the combination of two phases, a probabilistic leader election phase, and a deterministic pattern formation one. As the deterministic phase does not use chirality, it may be of independent interest in the deterministic context.
A straightforward extension of our algorithm permits to form patterns with multiplicity points (provided robots are endowed with multiplicity detection), a new feature in the context of pattern formation that we believe is an important feature of our approach.
A combination of algorithms is a set Ψ of algorithms that each satisfies the termination awareness property, and having disjoint active sets. The fact that one algorithm is executed before results from the relation ↝, where ψ 1 ↝ ψ 2 holds if an execution of ψ 1 starting with an active configuration of ψ 1 contains an active configuration of ψ 2 . We say that a combination of algorithms Ψ is partially ordered if the transitive closure of the relation ↝ is a partial order on the set Ψ. A partially ordered combination Ψ = {ψ 1 , . . . , ψ p } is useful because it terminates if and only if each algorithm ψ i terminates. Moreover, terminal(Ψ) = ⋂ r i=1 terminal(ψ i ) and Ψ satisfies the termination awareness property. We denote ψ A the restriction of algorithm ψ to a set of configurations A. Notations. Let P be a set of points, then C(P) denotes the smallest enclosing circle of P. If P is regular (see Definition 1), then c(P) denotes the center of the regular set, otherwise c(P) denotes the center of C(P). The circle of a robot r ∈ P is the circle centered at c(P) containing r. We say a robot moves on its circle if its trajectory is contained in its circle. A radial movement is a linear movement whose origin and destination are on the same half-line of origin c(P). We say a robot moves radially if it performs a radial movement.
The pattern to form, F, is given to each robot as a set of points in their local coordinate system. However, at each activation, robots can translate and scale their local coordinate system so that C(P) = C(F). Hence, we suppose in the remainder of the paper that C(P) = C(F), and that the radius of C(P) is the common unit distance (unless otherwise mentioned). This is possible because in our case, the configuration where all robots share the same location (that is, are gathered) is not reachable. For two points a and b, a b = a − b denotes the distance between a and b. In a n-robot configuration P, as we are often interested in the distance between a point and the center c(P), we simply write a instead of a c (P) . Also, l P denotes the distance to c(P) of the second closest point of P to c(P).
For a set S , S denotes its cardinal. D (a) denotes the open disc of radius a centered at c(P). For an open disc D, D denotes the closure of D, and Circum(D) = Circum(D) denotes its circumference.
The interior and the exterior of a disc or a circle do not include the circumference. We said that a set of points A (or simply a point) holds C(P) if C(P B) ≠ C(P), for a subset B ⊂ A.
The angle formed by three points u, v and w is denoted ang(u, v, w) ∈ [0, 2π) and the orientation depends on the context. If the orientation is not given, it is either clockwise or counterclockwise, but it does not vary for a given robot during a cycle. Then, ang min (u, v, w) ∈ [0, π) denotes the minimum angle among both orientations. The angle formed by two half-lines h 1 and h 2 with same origin o, denoted ang(h 1 , h 2 ), is the angle ang(u 1 , o, u 2 ) where u 1 ∈ h 1 and u 2 ∈ h 2 .
Let M be a set of points, H c (M) denotes the set of half lines starting at a point c that contains at least one robot in M. Let p ∈ M, α min,c (p, M) denotes the minimum, not null, angle ang min (p, c, m) where m ∈ M. Then, α min,c (M) denotes the minimum α min,c (p, M) for all p in M (i.e., the minimum angle between two half lines in H c (M)). If c is clear from the context (especially, if c = c(M)), it is omitted. Finally, we say that a robot r is selected if r ∈ D (l F 2) and r is the only robot in D (2 r ) (see Figure 1a) . Local View and Symmetricity. Let P be a configuration and r ∈ P. If r ≠ c(P), we define the local view Z r of robot r as the set of positions of robots in P in the polar coordinate system centered at c(P) where r is at coordinate (1, 0) and with the orientation that maximizes the view (using the lexicographic order over the set of coordinates). Of course, if both orientations give the same view, r is on an axis of symmetry. Two robots are equivalent if they have the same view with the same orientation. It is known that all equivalency classes have the same cardinal, which is the rotational symmetry factor ρ(P) (also called the symmetricity of P). Moreover, if ρ(P) > 1, each equivalency classes forms a ρ(P)-gon centered at c(P). However, If ρ(P) = 1, the configuration can have an axis of symmetry. In this case, for all r ∈ P, either r has a symmetric robot that has the same view with a different orientation, or r's view is invariant with both orientations (r is on the axis of symmetry). Moreover, if there is one axis of symmetry, then there are ρ(P) axes of symmetry, and the robots cannot agree on a common orientation. Regular Set. We now give several definitions to characterize in a configuration what symmetry information can be retained from past configurations. In more details, starting from a symmetric configuration, we want to move a subset of robots while keeping the information that the initial configuration was symmetric. To do so, we give the definition of the m-regular set of a configuration. Every symmetric configuration contains a unique m-regular set and if a configuration contains a m-regular set and we know that only the robots in this subset have moved, then the previous configuration contains the same m-regular set. First, we give the conditions for a set to be m-regular (see Figures 1b and 1c) . The center and the angles α and β of a m-regular set are unique and be computed in linear time [1] . Moreover, a m-regular set remains m-regular (with the same center) upon radial moves of the robots in M. Indeed, the center of a m-regular set is its Weber point [1] , which is unique and invariant under straight line movement towards it. Regular sets were defined by Bouzid et al. [3] , but we use here a simpler definition that only captures equiangular and biangular configurations.
We now define the regular set of a configuration, which represent intuitively the regular set that is closest to the center. In the following definition it is crucial to observe that, in order for a configuration to have a m-regular set, it is not sufficient to have a subset that is m-regular. Indeed, the entire configuration must satisfy additional requirements to be coherent with the m-regular subset.
Let P be a n-robot configuration (with c(P) ∉ P). We consider the increasing sequence of subset of robots Q 1 , . . . , Q k (k ≤ n) where Q i contains the i robots in P with greatest local view that does not hold C(P). Since the local views are uniquely defined and the fact whether a robot hold C(P) is computed the same way by all robots, then the sequence (Q i ) 1≤i≤k is also uniquely defined. For each Q i in this sequence, every robot can check (a) whether Q i is m-regular with center c(P). If so, it can check (b) whether m divides ρ(P Q i ), and (c), in the case when Q i is bi-angled, whether the virtual axis of symmetry of Q i are axes of symmetry of P Q i . Among all Q i that satisfy those three properties, let Q max be the largest one (or the empty set if no such Q i exists). Again, Q max is uniquely defined.
Definition 2 (The regular set reg(P) of a configuration P). Let P be a n-robot configuration (with c(P) ∉ P). If P is a m-regular set (with m = n, or m = n 2), then reg(P) = P. Otherwise, reg(P) = Q max . If reg(P) = ∅, we say that the configuration P does not contain a regular set. Property 1. Let P be a n-robot configuration. If ρ(P) > 1, or if P contains an axis of symmetry, then P contains a regular set.
By construction, the regular set of a configuration is unique and, if P ≠ reg(P), its center is the center of C(P). For our purpose, we need to be able to elect a robot in a regular set. This is possible by shifting a single robot i.e., by moving it on its circle, so that it is the only robot that breaks the regularity. In this case we say the configuration contains a shifted regular set (see Figure 1d ).
Definition 3.
Let P be a n-robot configuration. Then, P contains a ε-shifted-m-regular set (with 0 < ε ≤ 1 4) if there exist r ∈ P and r ′ ∈ R 2 P such that P ′ = P − {r} ∪ {r ′ } contains a m-regular set of center c satisfying: A shifted-regular set is obtained from a regular set Q by moving one of the robot that is closest to the center. This robot moves on its circle in the direction that decreases the minimum angle with the other 
reg(P)
(a) A configuration that strictly contains a bi-angled 2-regular set. 2 = ρ(P reg(P)) and the virtual axis of reg(P) are axis of symmetry of P reg(P).
(b) A configuration that strictly contains a 4-regular set. We see that 4 divides 8 = ρ(P reg(P)). 
Algorithm overview
The algorithm consists of several phases, described in pseudo-code in algorithm formPattern. Line 6 corresponds to randomized symmetry breaking algorithm ψ RS B descripted in section 3. Lines 7 to 17 correspond to the deterministic pattern formation algorithm ψ DPF descripted in section 4. Each function calls correspond to a phase that is executed if and only its phase condition is not verified. If the condition is verified, the next phase is considered. Each time a robot is activated, it must find the first phase with a condition that is not verified and follow the corresponding instructions. Each phase is done not to break the previous phase conditions. The condition line 3 is checked before because the movement line 4 breaks the condition of the other phases.
Randomized Symmetry Breaking Algorithm
In this section we describe Algorithm ψ RS B . A n-robot configuration P is in the active set of ψ RS B if (i) P does not have a selected robot, (ii) if does not have a unique robot with maximal view, or (iii) if the set P from which we remove the robot with maximum view forms the pattern F from which we remove one of the point with maximal view. The goal of ψ RS B is, starting from any active configuration, to obtain a configuration with a selected robot (and thus is not in the active set of ψ RS B ). We partition the active set of ψ RS B in two sets Q and Q c , depending whether the configuration contains a regular set or not, and we study the two algorithms ψ RS B Q and ψ RS B Q c separately. We show that both algorithms satisfy the termination awareness 
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Let C 1 , C 2 , . . ., Cm be the m circles centered at c(P) with decreasing radius, each containing at least one point in property, and terminate with probability one. Also,
is a partially ordered combination of algorithm. The pseudo-code of this phase is given in the procedure selectARobot called line 6 of the main algorithm. The phase is ignored if the phase condition is verified.
The current configuration P is in Q.
In this subsection, Q denotes the m-regular set (shifted of not) of P. Also, all movements ordered by ψ RS B Q are done so that any configuration that is immediately reachable from P also contains a regular set (possibly shifted) with the same robot and the same center as Q (see property 2 in the appendix). This feature is important to ensure that, when a robot becomes selected, all robots in P are static so that ψ RS B Q satisfies the termination awareness property. If the regular set is not shifted, the goal is to elect a robot among robots in Q. Once a robot is elected (see below how the probabilistic election process takes place), it moves on its circle to create a shift ε = 1 8. If the regular set is shifted with a shift 1 8 < ε < 1 4 such that the other robots in Q are not on the same circle as the shifted robot, then the shifted robot moves on its circle to create a shift ε = 1 8. The shifted robot may be activated multiple times before reaching a configuration with a 1 8-shifted regular set. If another robot in Q is activated during the movement of the shifted robot (i.e., when the shift is not exactly 1 8), it chooses not to move.
If the configuration P contains a shifted regular set with a shift ε = 1 8, the shifted robot does not move and the other robot in the shifted regular set move radially to reach the circle of the shifted robot. When it is done, and when the shifted robot is activated, it knows that the other robots have reached their destination and are now static. Thus it can start its last movement to become selected. It first moves on its circle so that the shift is ε = 1 4, and then moves radially toward c(P) until it becomes selected. During this last movement, all the other robots are static so that when the shifted robot become selected, the whole configuration is static. So the algorithm ψ RS B Q satisfies the termination awareness property. The probabilistic, and most challenging, part of the algorithm ψ RS B Q is therefore the robot election. Robot Election. If the current configuration P contains a regular set Q, the goal is to elect a robot. A robot r e is elected when r e < 7 8 min r∈Q−{re} r where distances are taken from c(P). A robot is aware that it is elected if it is elected during its look phase. When a robot is aware it is elected, it moves on its circle to create a 1 8-shifted-regular set. To elect a robot, each robot r in Q proceeds in the following way. If there is another robot in Q that is strictly closer to the center, then r does not move. If r is not elected and
Algorithm selectARobot: select a robot
Phase Condition: There exists a selected robot rs Returned Value: rs if P contains a ε-shifted regulard set Q then re ← the shifted robot S ← {r ∈ P r > re } if S ≠ ∅ and ε ≠ 1 8 then re moves on its circle to create a 1 8-shifted regular set else if S ≠ ∅ and ε = 1 8 then for r ∈ S do r moves radially at distance r from c(P) else if ε < 1 4 then re moves on its circle to create a 1 4-shifted regular set else re moves radially toward c(P) to become selected is one of the closest robot (unique or not), then r chooses randomly (each choice with probability 1 2) to go toward or away from the center c(P). If r chooses to move toward the center, it moves a distance r 8. If r chooses to move away to the center, it moves a (possible null) distance min
r , where d is the minimum distance to the center among robots in P Q (and d = ∞ if P Q = ∅). This ensures that robots in Q does not move outside D max defined in Property 2, so that it is a (M1) movement. We observe that during that phase, no robot becomes selected. Indeed if r is the closest robot to the center and
. Also, to ensure that n − 1 robots cannot form part of the pattern, a special case is handled by calling the function handlePartiallyFormedPattern() (which is discribed in the appendix). So that the configuration cannot leave the active set of ψ RS B Q without being aware of it. The following properties hold: (i) eventually one robot is aware it is elected with probability one, and (ii) once a robot is aware it is elected, another robot cannot be elected.
Lemma 1.
The following properties hold: (i) eventually one robot is aware it is elected with probability one, and (ii) once a robot is aware it is elected, another robot cannot be elected.
Proof. i) Suppose first that robots always reach their destination. Initially the configuration is in a state where there are at least two robots whose location (or destination for those that are moving) are the closest to the center. Let r be the first (or one of the first) activated robot among them. With probability 1 2, it chooses to move toward the center. Let r ′ be another robot among them. If r ′ is activated after r begins its movement, r ′ does not move, otherwise it moves away from the center with probability 1 2. So with probability greater than 1 2 n , r is the only robot to move toward the center. After that, if another robot is activated before the next activation of r, it does not move. At the next activation of r, with probability 1 2, r chooses to move toward the center and becomes elected (and r is aware it is elected when it is next activated since the other robots are static). If this does not happen, i.e., if the first or the second choice of r is to move away the center or if another robot chose to move toward the center, then the configuration gets back to its initial state. So, we have infinitely often a probability greater than 1 2 n+1 to have an elected robot. So, eventually there is a single elected robot with probability one.
If robots does not always reach their destinations, the probability that r moves by a distance d toward the center (to become elected), is 1 2 The probability that one of the other robot chooses to move away (and stay still while it is not one of the closest robot to the center) is still 1 2. So that there is again a non null probability that a robot is elected, which implies that a robot is eventually elected with probability one.
ii) Once a robot r e is elected, the other robots are currently either moving away, not moving, or moving toward the center by a distance at most the eighth of their distance to the center. In each case, when another robot looks again (after it finishes its movement) it sees that the robot r e is the only closest robot to the center, and then it chooses not to move. Indeed, if another robot r is moving toward the center, it is by a distance at most r 8. Since we have r e < 7 8 r when r started its movement, we have r e < r after r finishes it. After r's movement, r e is maybe no longer elected, but since r e was aware it was elected, it already chooses to move on its circle to create a 1 8-shifted-regular set (and it moves by a non null distance, so that in the next look phase, it is shifted).
We shown that if P is in Q, then eventually a robot become selected with probability one. As soon as the elected robot is selected, the configuration is static. Finally, until the elected robot is selected, the configuration remains in Q and cannot reach a configuration in Q c . Thus we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2. ψ RS B Q terminates in finite time with probability one, ψ RS B Q ↝ ψ DPF , ψ RS B Q c ψ RS B Q , and ψ RS B Q satisfies the termination awareness property.
The current configuration P is in Q c .
If P ∈ Q c , then, by Property 1, ρ(P) = 1 and P does not have an axis of symmetry. So, all robots have distinct views and there exists a unique robot r max with maximum view, among the robots that do not hold C(P). If the robot with maximum view holds C(P), then all robots are on C(P). Since the algorithm ψ RS B Q c only orders r max to move toward the center c(P), as soon as r max moves it becomes the unique robot with maximum view, and remains the only robot ordered to move by ψ RS B Q c .
First, ψ RS B Q c checks if there is a position in the segment [r max , c(P)) such that the whole configuration is a regular set (shifted or not). If it is the case, the first such point in the path becomes the destination of r max . Otherwise, r max is ordered to move toward the center until it becomes selected. The resulting configuration cannot strictly contains a regular set since P does not contain one and r max performs a radial movement. Starting from a static initial configuration, once r min is selected, or once the configuration is regular, all the robots are static, so we have the following lemma: 
Deterministic Pattern Formation without Chirality
We now present a new deterministic pattern formation algorithm ψ DPF that forms an arbitrary pattern F from an initial configuration that contains a selected robot. The initial n-robot configuration P must either contain a selected robot r s or have a unique robot with maximum view and the other robots form the pattern F from which we remove a robot with maximal view. In order to be part of the main pattern formation algorithm Ψ, the algorithm ψ DPF ensures that this initial condition remains true during the entire executionWhen the set P − {r s } match the pattern, then r s moves to its final destination (line 4). The destination of r s is a point f s in F that has maximal view, among points that do not hold C(F) (which always exists if F ≥ 4). The selected robot remains the unique robot with maximum view during this last move. So first, the robots in
s } so that the choice of the point with maximal view is not important. The algorithm does not assume that the robots are aware of a global orientation (chirality). For that, the algorithm ensures that the configuration is never axially symmetric, except maybe in the initial configuration and in the terminal configuration. Also, since there is a selected robot, the symmetricity is one. So, all robots can agree on a common global oriented coordinate system at any time of the algorithm. The algorithm ψ DPF consists in three phases. The first phase (line 7) creates the global oriented coordinate system. The second phase (line 14, 15 and 16) moves robots so that they are at the right distance to the center c(P). The last phase (line 17) moves robots on their circle to create the pattern.
Algorithm createGlobalCoordinateSystem: create the global coordinate system
Phase Condition: There exists a robot rmax such that: Phase 1. In this phase (described in algorithm createGlobalCoordinateSystem), only two robots move in order to create the global coordinate system used in the remainder of Algorithm ψ DPF . We need a unique robot r max in P − {r s } that satisfies the following conditions (distances are taken from c(P) = c(F)): i) r max = min r∈P−{rs} r ; ii) ang min (r s , c(P), r max ) = min r∈P−{rs} ang min (r s , c(P), r); iii) 2ang min (r s , c(P), r max ) < θ F ′ with
(where f max is any robot in F ′ that maximizes the view). In particular, r max maximizes the view among robots in P − {r s }. If r max does not exist initially, the selected robot r s moves to the center c(P) and then moves to create a unique r max . Indeed, once r s is at c(P), it can choose any robot r ∈ P − {r s } that is the closest to c(P) and moves a little in a direction so that the angle ang min (r s , c(P), r) is small enough for r to satisfy the last two conditions. Finally, if f max < r max , then r max moves radially at the same distance from c(P) as f max . The phase ends when r max exists and is at most at distance f max from the center c(P). Note that r s can still be in movement, but the definition of the global coordinate system does not depend on the distance r s . The existence of r max implies that we can define a global polar coordinate system
with center c(P), vector → c(P)r max , and the orientation that maximizes the coordinates of r s . If r s , r max , and C(P) do not change, then Z remains invariant. We already have C(F ′ ) = C(P) and from now, F ′ is mirrored so that the orientation of a point with maximal view f max coincides with the orientation of Z, and rotated so that the points f max and r max are on the same half-line of origin c(P). Again the choice of f max and the choice of the orientation (if both orientations of f max have a maximal view) are not important since the resulting coordinates of points in F ′ in Z are identical. So, from now on, robots see the points in F ′ in the same way in the global coordinate system. Phase 2. Thanks to this global coordinates system Z, we can strictly order the robots of P ′ = P − {r s }, r max = r n−1 < r n−2 < . . . < r 1 using the lexicographic order on their polar coordinates. We keep this ordering unchanged during the remainder of the algorithm. This phase consists in moving robots so that there is the right number of robots on each circle centered at c(P). Let C 1 , C 2 , . . ., C m be the m circles centered at c(P) with decreasing radius, each containing at least one point in
Before beginning this phase we move the robots that have a null angle (except r max ) on their circle in the direct orientation while preserving the order (i.e., without reaching another robot), so that no robot has a null angle (except r max ). This is required for proper operation of action ii), defined below. Also, if m 1 = 2, since two robots cannot move on C(P) synchronously to hold C(P), we need to execute a pre-phase to ensure that the two robots are located at the two points of C(P) ∩ F, keeping C(P) unchanged. Informally, this pre-phase moves a robot on C(P) if there are only two robot on it, then the two greatest robot reach their destination point in F ∩ C(P). Then the other robots can leave safely C(P). So now we suppose that if m 1 = 2, then C 1 already contains two robots located at their corresponding point in F.
Recursively we move robots such that each circle C i contains exactly m i robots. We define the following procedure for a given i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The procedure executes four actions sequentially and assumes, if
moves to C i while it remains greater than robots already in C i . To do so it can move a little toward c(P), so that there is no other robot in its circle, then moves on its circle so that its angle is greater than the angles of robots in C i , and finally moves radially toward c(P) to reach C i . If i = m, we also ensure that its angle is less than 2π − ang(r s , c(P), r max ), so that the second property of r max defined in phase 1 remains true. We repeat this process until there are no more robots between C i−1 and C i .
Algorithm cleanExterior(i): remove robots outside C i
Phase Condition:
r moves toward c(P) without reaching the circle of another robot nor C i else a ← max r ′ ∈C i ang(rmax, c(P), r ′ ) if ang(rmax, c(P), r) > a then r moves toward c(P) to reach C i else r moves on C i in the direct orientation to have an angle (2π + a) 2
, there are by hypothesis at least m i robots inside C i−1 , and after performing action i), theses robots are not between C i and C i−1 . We order the greatest robot in interior(C i ) to move to C i while remaining smaller than robots already in C i . To do so, it can move a little away from c(P) so that there is no other robot in its circle, then moves on its circle so that its angle is smaller than the angles of robots in C i (but not null) and finally moves radially away from c(P) to reach C i . We can repeat this process until there are exactly m i robots on C i .
Algorithm locateEnoughRobots(i): locate enough robots on C i
Phase Condition: c(P) (here, "a little" means a small distance such that the order is preserved i.e., the robot does not reach the circle of another robot nor C i+1 ). We repeat this process until there are exactly m i robots on C i . If i = 1 and C 1 ∩ P ′ > m 1 , then we cannot do the exact same thing because we have to ensure that C(P) does not change. However, we know that m 1 ≥ 3. The m 1 greatest robots r 1 , . . . , r m 1 remain on C 1 , and have to be the only robots to hold C(P). To do so, the angles formed by two consecutive robots in {r 1 , . . . , r m 1 } have to be smaller than or equals to π. This is obtained by moving the robots on C 1 , while preserving the ordering and C(P), such that r 1 , . . . , r m 1 form the regular m 1 -gon that have the line c(P)r max as an axis of symmetry. At the same time, if the m 1 -gon is not formed yet, other robots in C 1 move on C 1 to be evenly distributed in the arc between angle 0 and π m 1 (the blue arc in Figure 3 ), again while preserving the ordering and C(P). Overall, each robot on C 1 has a deterministic (and non-blocking) destination. Once the m 1 -gon is formed (even if some other robots are still moving), the smallest robot in C(P) ∩ P moves a little toward c(P). This is repeated until only r 1 , . . . , r m 1 remain on C 1 .
Algorithm removeRobotsInExcess(i): remove robot in excess on C i
Phase Condition: 
j=i+1 m j , so that we can execute the same procedure with i + 1. If i < m it is important to observe that some robots (those ordered to move in the last two cases) may still be in movement, but since they are now strictly between C i and C i+1 , they receive new order with deterministic destinations when executing the procedure with i + 1. Hence, at the end of the procedure with i = m, all robots are static. Also, if i = m, r max may be ordered to move radially to f max , but if it is the case, only the distances of Z change, so the ordering is preserved.
After executing those actions for i = 1, 2, . . . , m, each circle contains the right number of robots. The robots and the destinations are ordered so that each robot is aware of its corresponding destination. They can all move toward their destination, while remaining on C i and preserving the robots ordering (i.e., without reaching another robot position). When a robot r is active and another robot is on the way, r choose on the circle half the distance to this robot. There cannot be a deadlock since there is no cycle in the waiting relation. Indeed, robots on C i are ordered by angle so that they behave like they are on a finite segment of length 2π. If i = 1, during their movement, robots also ensure that C(P) remains unchanged. To do so, if a robot r ∈ C 1 is active and detects that its movement can modify C(P), then it moves the most it can without changing C(P).
At the end of the phase, robots in P − {r s } form F ′ and r s can move directly to f s . There is no robot on the path to f s because f s is one of the closest point to the center. Also, C(P) does not change so that the robots can easily check whether they are in this last step. After this movement, the robots form F.
Lemma 4. ψ RS B terminates in finite time, ψ RS B
ψ DPF and ψ DPF satisfies the termination awareness property.
From Lemmas 2, 3, and 4, we can state our main result: Theorem 2. The combination of algorithms {ψ RS B , ψ DPF } forms any pattern F from any initial configuration I (that do not contain multiplicity points) with probability 1, provided n ≥ 7. 
Extensions and Perspectives
Similarly to previous work [13] , neither the initial configuration nor the target pattern should contain multiplicity point for our approach to work. We show that if robots are endowed with multiplicity detection, a straightforward extension of our algorithm permits to form any general pattern that can contains points of multiplicity. However, the case of handling initial configurations with points of multiplicity requires algorithmic tools that are yet to be developed. The case of patterns that contain points of multiplicity. If we assume that robots are endowed with multiplicity detection, the ordering of robots in the last phase of algorithm ψ DPF remains unchanged except for robots located at points of multiplicity. Indeed, we can still compute the number of robots greater than a robot r, not located at a point of multiplicity, which gives its unique index. However, robots at points of multiplicity are incomparable. If we only allow robots that have the same destination point to form points of multiplicity, then the pattern can be formed by the same algorithm. The only case that need a small change in the algorithm is when c(F) is a point of multiplicity. In this case we first form the patternF where the destinations at c(F) are replaced by the middle g f between c(F) and f max . OnceF is formed, the robots at g f move to c(F). More details can be found in Appendix C. The case of initial configurations that contain points of multiplicity. In the case where the initial configuration contains points of multiplicity, a convenient solution would be to reuse known pattern formation algorithms (such as ours) and run a preliminary phase where multiplicity points are eliminated. This task is known as the scattering task in the literature [4] . However, even the most recent developments [4] only considers the SSYNC model. Of course, as our protocol (and its multiplicity extension) also performs correctly in SSYNC, it is possible to combine the two to obtain a protocol in SSYNC that manages multiplicities both in I and in F: indeed, it is easy to combine protocols in SSYNC because moves are always aware of the latest configuration, so for all configurations that have multiplicities that do not belong to a legitimate path toward the target pattern, the scattering phase is run, until robots either reach a configuration where there is no point of multiplicity or a configuration that makes progress toward the target pattern. Extending this scheme to the ASYNC model requires to solve the open problem of ASYNC scattering, and making sure the combinations of protocols is feasible, which is a challenging path for future research.
A Robot Election Pre-phase
Algorithm handlePartiallyFormedPattern: executed before the robot election to handle configuration that can create a configuration that verifies in line 3 of the main algorithm 
This pre-phase is executed before the robot election, i.e., when the current configuration P contains a regular set Q, with m = Q . Before executing the robot election algorithm, a robot checks if the current configuration satisfies the following conditions: i) the pattern can be rotated so that robots in P Q are located at points in F, ii) among the m remaining points of F, denoted F r , at least m − 1 are on m − 1 half lines, each containing exactly one robot in Q.
If those conditions are not both satisfied, the robot election is performed as previously described. Otherwise three cases can happen. Let d 1 be the radius of the smallest circle enclosing
In the first case, at least one robot r satisfies r > d 1 . Then, all such robots move toward c(P) to reach the circle of radius d 1 . After each robot reaches its destination, either the whole configuration forms F, or P from which we remove the robot with maximum view form F from which we remove a point with maximal view (the configuration is no more in the active set of ψ RS B ), or the configuration is still in the active set of ψ RS B Q and satisfies the second or the third case. If the configuration is no more in the active set of ψ RS B Q , then the configuration is static, so that ψ RS B Q still satisfies the termination awareness property.
In the second case, at least one robot r satisfies d 1 ≥ r and r > d . Then, all such robots move toward c(P) to reach the circle of radius d. After each robot reaches its destination, the configuration satisfies the third case. During this phase the configuration remains in the active set of ψ RS B Q since no robot reaches a point in F r .
In the third case, the robots in Q are at most at distance d from c(P). Then the robot election proceeds as previously described, except that a robot with destination p such that p ≥ d does not move. During this phase the configuration remains in the active set of ψ RS B Q . Indeed, if d 1 ≠ d, then there is at least one point in F r that does not contain a robot (and it is not a point with maximum view since some points are closer to c(P)), otherwise (all points in F r are at distance d to c(P)), there are at least two robots inside D (d) (because the whole configuration is active for ψ RS B Q ) and they cannot reach the circle of radius d.
Algorithm fixEnclosingCircle: locate the robot of C(P)
Phase Condition: C(F) ∩ F ′ ≠ 2 or there are only two robot in C(P) located on the two point of C(F) ∩ F ′ if C(P) ∩ P ′ = 2 then r ← greatest robot in interior C(P) C ← circle centered at c(P) that contains r if C ∩ P > 1 then r moves away from toward c(P) without reaching the circle of another robot nor C(P) else a ← min r ′ ∈C(P) ang(rmax, c(P), r ′ )
if ang(rmax, c(P), r) < a then r moves away from c(P) to reach C(P) else r moves on C(P) in the indirect orientation to have an angle a 2 else r ← greatest robot in C(P) r ′ ← smallest robot in C(P) if r and r ′ are located the points of C(P) ∩ F ′ then r ′′ ← second smallest robot in C(P) ∩ P ′ r ′′ moves toward c(P) without reaching the circle of another robot else Let r 1 , . . . , r k be the other robots in C(P) ∩ P ′ in the lexicographical order of their polar coordinates // perform the following movements while preserving C(P) and the ordering of robots r moves on C(P) toward the greatest point in
We execute this special phase before executing Phase 2 of Algorithm ψ DPF , if C(F) ∩ F ′ = 2. Once r max exists, if C(F) ∩ F = 2 and there are not exactly two robots in C(P) located at the two points in C(F) ∩ F, then the following is executed.
If there are only two robots on C(P), then the greatest robot in interior(C(P)) reaches C(P), while remaining smaller than robots in C(P) (see Action ii)). Now, there are at least three robots on C(P). The greatest robot r in C(P) moves toward the greatest robot in C(F), the smallest r ′ moves toward the other point in C(P) ∩ F ′ , and the other robots choose evenly distributed destinations between r and r ′ . Those movements are done while keeping C(P) and the ordering unchanged (like in Phase 3). The smallest robot is chosen for r ′ instead of the second greatest so that no robot can prevent r ′ to reach the smallest point in C(P) ∩ F ′ , especially if it has a null angle. Once r and r ′ reach their destination, the other robots can leave C(P), starting from the smallest. Those last movements change the ordering of r, so that it becomes the second greatest robot.
C The case of patterns that contain points of multiplicity
In this section, we assume that robots are endowed with multiplicity detection. If F contains points of multiplicity, but c(F) is not a point of multiplicity, then l f exists if n ≥ 4. Indeed, a point in F with multiplicity greater than one does not hold C(F), in the sense that if we decrease its multiplicity by one C(F) remains unchanged. In this case our algorithm works in the same way. Indeed, in Phase 2, robots in a circle can move to their destination while preserving the ordering until they reach their destination. After reaching their destination they are incomparable, but it is not important since they do not move anymore.
The only case we need to study separately is when c(F) is a point of multiplicity m. In the case F is not just a point of multiplicity n, we considerF = F − {(c(F), m)} ∪ {(g F , m)} i.e.,F is the original multiset F, from which we remove the points at c(F) and we add the point g F with multiplicity m, where g F is the middle between c(F) and the point distinct from c(F) with maximal view. Again g F is not uniquely defined, but for two possible choices of g F , the two resulting multisetsF are similar. Then we use our algorithm usingF instead of F. OnceF is formed, the m closest robots to c(F) i.e., robots at g F , move to c(F). Again, the robots are aware that they are doing this last movement, by checking in the current configuration if the m closest robots to the center are on the same half line starting at c(F), and the other robots form the pattern F − {(c(F), m)}. Such a configuration cannot be obtained when executing ψ RS B so the previous lemmas are still true.
In the case F is a point of multiplicity n, we consider the setF = F − {(c(F), 1)} ∪ {(g, 1)} i.e.,F is the original multiset F, from which we decrease by one the multiplicity of c(F) and we add an arbitrary point g (for a different point g, the resultingF is similar). OnceF is formed i.e., once a point of multiplicity n − 1 exists, then the unique robot that is not at a point of multiplicity, moves toward the point of multiplicity n − 1.
D Omitted Proofs

D.1 Proof of Property 1
Property 1 (restated). Let P be a n-robot configuration. If ρ(P) > 1 or if P contains an axis of symmetry, then P contains a regular set.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that at least one set Q in the increasing sequence Q 1 , . . . , Q k satisfies the three properties (a), (b), and (c). Let ρ(P) = m. If P does not contain an axis of symmetry, then Q m contains the m robots with maximum identical view (with the same orientation). Indeed the other robots are not closer to c(P) and form n-gons so that the m robots with maximum view do not hold C(P). Then, Q m forms a m-gon centered at c(P), and P deprived of Q m can still be partitioned in m-gons so that ρ(P Q m ) is a multiple of m. In this case, Q max = Q m .
Similarly, if P contains an axis of symmetry, Q 2m satisfies the three properties.
D.2 Proof of Theorem 1
We start by several lemmas related to the Weber point. Let P be a n-robot configuration with n ≥ 7.
Proof. Let w be the symmetric of W(P ′ ) with respect to W(P). Let ang P (u) = ang min (w, W(P), u).
On the one hand, we know that: Also,
The fact that P is regular with P ≥ 7 implies that there is at least one robot in every cone centered at W(P) of angle π 2. Let p in P − {r} be a point such that ang P (p) ∈ . Then ang P (p) − π 2 < ang P (r) − π 2 , which contradicts Equation (1).
Proof. With the same notations as in the previous lemma, we have ang P (r) ∈ [π 4, 3π 4]. First, we suppose
The worst case happens when ang P ′ (r ′ ) = ang P (r) = π 4 (see Figure 4 ).
Without loss of the generality, we suppose W(P) − r = 1. In this case, by the law of sines,
Then, 
.
We see that r 1 , r 2 , . . ., r n are ordered around W(P) is equivalent to:
with → u a vector such that ang → u (r) is minimal among robots in P, an ang 
Lemma 9.
Let P be a n-robot shifted regular configuration. If n ≥ 7, the shifted (elected) robot is unique.
Proof. Let P be a n-robot shifted regular configuration with shifted robot r (resp., r ′ ), associated to the m-regular set P reg = P − {r} ∪ {r reg } (resp., associated to the m ′ -regular set P
. From Lemma 7, the ordering is unchanged between P, P reg and P ′ reg . So, let r 1 , . . ., r n be a counterclockwise ordering of robots in P around W(P). An ordering of robots in P reg (resp., P Now suppose for the purpose of contradiction that C(P) is modified. That means that there are two robots r and r ′ on C 1 that form an angle greater than π. Before C(P) is modified, they form an angle of at most π, so that one robot's movement on C 1 in the direct orientation, and the other's movement on C 1 in the indirect orientation. This is possible only if there is no point in F on C 1 between r and r ′ , which is a contradiction with the fact that C(P) = C(F).
